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Documentation Lessons Learned 

•   The Apollo sample documentation procedures worked well 
•   The surface setting for the samples can could be determined 
•   In many cases the precise surface orientation was 
documented 
•   All aspects of the documentation were used to some degree 
•   It is not clear that anything needs to change 
•   However, possible changes for the next round: 

•   Digital camera will allow real time evaluation of images 
•   Chemical or mineralogical information available? 
•   Do we need the gnomon? It is an extra thing to carry and  

 impedes single astronaut operation 
•   Video freeze frame sufficient or is still camera still 

 necessary. 
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•   ROCKS WILL ANSWER MOST OF THE BIG QUESTIONS  
•   Rocks do not need to be brought back in vacuum,  but need to 
be  well sealed in an appropriate bags.  
•   Basalts and fine-grained melt rocks can be smaller 
•   Collect all the pristine igneous crustal rocks possible! 
•   Breccias have clast variety and large samples are desirable, may 

 contain pristine crustal rocks 
•   Rake samples best source of variety, i.e., , pristine crustal rocks, 

 impact melt rocks, basalts. Collect Robotically? 
•   Sample large boulders that show geologic relationships 
•   Collect soils in sealed containers, SESC 

Apollo lessons learned on collection 



Special Environment Sample Container 

Indium seal 
Knife edge 

seal covers 

cable breaks 
seal SESC 



Future SESC Design 
Single vs multi-purpose containers 
      A general design for most uses with the option for specially 

 designed containers with specific purpose 
Design improvements, e.g.,  

 Seals, better, long lasting vacuum seals without the 
 contamination from Indium 

Size, appropriate for purpose 
Collection techniques on lunar surface especially soils 

 Need a simpler collection than used for Apollo.   Emphasize 
cleaner and simpler  sampling that disturbs the            
soil less drastically.   

 Perhaps a shorter drive tube would be best  method with  
       length being an operational variable. 



Preventing contamination begins with 
initial design and requires diligent 

monitoring throughout manufacture, 
collection, and curation 

We want to study the moon: 
not what the Earth 

has done to the moon! 

Contamination Control 



•   Indium (10%Ag) Seals, Rock Boxes, etc.  
•   A15 drill core, Ti alloy, threads canadized in Pb bath 
•   Core bit with WC cutters brazed to drill stem; W, Ni, Pb? 
•   MoS2 grease used in LRL up to about 1972; organics 
•   Xylan: complex blend of organics with PTFE replaced 
  MoS2 about 1972; N, organics 
•   Band saw blade diamonds adhered in electroplated Ni; 
  sawing is dry, causing heating 
•   Moisture  & oxygen in N2 usually ~5 ppm, but rises during 
        processing, gloves leak; samples in containers are protected 
        during storage. 

Apollo Contamination Issues 



Crew Training Critical 
Problem solving:  The geologic thought process in field 
Common language: Do you have the words that work 
Observation skills: Can you describe what you see 
Train the Crew, Capcom, Scientists together 
Realistic simulated traverses, science back room, 
debrief 
Practice routine procedures: 

 Navigation, follow the map, photo panoramas 
 Collecting, documenting rock and soil samples 
 Description from small to large scale features 
 Repetition, repetition, repetition 

Classes in moon rock type recognition 
Detailed discussion of mission objectives 



Science Support (Back) Room 
The concept is maturing rapidly with current analog  

 exercises? 
Increased image availability and analytical tools in real time 

 creates whole new roll for SSR 
What SSRs: Separate with own channels of communication 

 Field Geology PI 
 Surface ALSEP PIs 
 Orbital PIs 

Communication channels directly between the Crew and  
 SSR 

Real time sample triage in the SSR 



Overarching Science Committee 

Surface Working Panel (SWP)  Set Priorities  
 Reviewed FGPI traverse planning 
 Decided what experiments would be deployed 
 Special sample collection 
 Interfaced with engineers somewhat, again evolved 
 Defined sample collection procedures and needs 

Had a representatives in the Science Support Room 
 participated in setting real time priorities 


